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Below is our disclaimer as for the risk concerning this event. You can read it also in 
the safety form sheet. Please read it. A signed copy will be asked from every team. 

 
Declaration and waiver regarding my participation in IPSAL CUP 
 
In consideration of IPSAL C.R. s.r.o., having its seat at Soukenická 1189/23, 110 00 Prague 
1, identification number 496 84 388 („IPSAL CR“), accepting my application for participation 
in go-karting event (Composed of a Training session and a race) taking place in Radotin Kart 
Centrum on the 17th of October 2019 (the “IPSAL CUP”), I, the undersigned below thereby 
declare and confirm that  
- I am aware that go karting involves risks, including a risk of personal injury, death and 
property damage; 

- I will obey all safety and organizational rules and instructions of the IPSAL CR Race; 

- As a necessary precondition of my participation in the IPSAL CUP  I will first take part in a 
training lesson of go-karting scheduled before the IPSAL CUP;  

- I will avoid (a) consumption of alcohol or any narcotics, (b) aggressive and/or dangerous 
behavior, before or during the IPSAL  CUP , as well as the training lesson. 

Furthermore, I confirm that I will participate in the IPSAL CUP , and the training preceding 
the IPSAL CR Race voluntarily, based on my own decision, and that I am aware of the 
dangers and risks associated with such the go-karting activity. 

Being aware of the above, I hereby waive my claim against IPSAL CR to receive any 
compensation of any property damage or immaterial harm I may incur in connection with my 
participation in the IPSAL CUP and training. This waiver in connection with my bodily harm is 
given also on behalf of my family members. 
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If I cause any property damage or immaterial harm during the IPSAL CR Race or the training 
lesson, I undertake to provide full compensation and indemnification thereof. 

Names written clearly        Signature  
 
Captain …….………………………………..…….     ……………………………… 
1……………………………………………..……..              ……………………………… 
2…………………………………….…….………..    ……………………………… 
3…………………………………………..………..    ……………………………… 
4…………………………………………..………..              ……………………………… 
 
Signed on the  ___________________________              Hotel stamp  
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